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Abstract
We present a detailed theoretical study of the behavior of mono-vacancy and B-doped defects in
carbon heterojunction nanodevices. We have introduced a complete set of formation energy and
surface reactivity calculations, considering a range of different diameters and chiralities of combined carbon nanotubes. We have investigated three distinct combinations of carbon heterojunctions using density functional theory (DFT) and applying B3LYP/3-21g: armchair-armchair herteojunctions, zigzag-zigzag heterojunctions, and zigzag-armchair heterojunctions. We have shown
for first time a detailed study of formation energy of mono-vacancy and B-doped defects of carbon
heterojunction nanodevices. Our calculations show that the highest surface reactivity is found for
the B-doped zigzag-armchair heterojunctions and it is easier to remove the carbon atom from the
network of heterojunction armchair-armchair CNTs than the heterojunction zigzag-armchair and
zigzag-zigzag CNTs.
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1. Introduction
A heterojunction can be defined as the interface between two dissimilar regions with unequal band gaps in
one-dimension. Another definition for a heterojunction is the interface between any two solid state materials.
The formation of one-dimensional heterojunctions combines the properties of two materials and makes the he*
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terojunctions have unique properties and many applications [1]-[4]. There are a few studies on heterojunctions
and fewer on heterojunction CNTs. The axial vibration of heterojunctions CNTs using nonlocal rod theory on
CNTs with different lengths, chirality and diameters in the heterojunctions is investigated [5] [6] and it is found
that by joining CNTs good vibrational properties are obtained by suitable selection of parameters. Also, the
thermal conductivity of single-wall CNTs with linear, “Y” and “X” hetero-junctions using non equilibrium molecular dynamics method is studied using three types of junctions [7] and it is found that when the defects form
an interface, they can cause a larger decrease in the thermal conductivity of CNT than when they are distributed
dispersedly and also it is found that the number of defects contained in the nanojunction determines the thermal
conductivity to a great extent more than the geometrical forms of the nanojunctions. The mechanical and electronic properties of the heterojunction formed by (4,4) CNT and (4,4) silicon carbide nanotube (SiCNT) by using first-principles density functional theory are investigated [8] and it shows that band structure of (4,4)
SiC/CNT heterojunction is a semiconductor with direct band gap and both valence band maximum and conduction band minimum originate from CNT segment. In addition, the effect of CNT and SiCNT length on the electronic structures of the NT heterojunction is also studied. The band alignment at AlN/diamond heterojunctions is
investigated [9] and it is found a weak dependence of the valence-band offset on strain and on the diamond
orientation. Theoretical estimation of energy levels and energy gaps of conjugated polymers representing new
donor systems is reported and the criteria and relationships for the prediction of energy data from theoretical
ones are provided [10]. Different heterojunction interfaces by means of a self-consistent tight-binding approach
are analyzed [11] and are found that the deposition of different intralayers introduced changes in the band offsets
of the heterojunction depending on the intralayer electronegativity. A supercell containing a heterojunction
ZnO/Cu2O is built and is studied the structural properties and the discontinuity of the valence band (band offset)
from a semiconductor to another [12].

2. Computational Methods
All our ab-initio calculations were performed with the Density Functional Theory (DFT) as implemented within
G03W package [13]-[20], using B3LYP exchange-functional [21] [22] and applying basis set 3 - 21 g. All obtained structures are fully optimized under spin average. Thirty six different geometries of nanodevice carbon
heterojunctions were considered; eighteen structures of mono-vacancy defected carbon heterojunctions and
eighteen structures of boron doped carbon heterojunctions. The studied heterojunctions are created from CNTs
with equal lengths and different chiralities and diameters. To create the mono-vacancy defects, one carbon atom
is individually removed at different two positions: from pristine heterojunction CNTs of smaller diameter (V1),
or from pristine heterojunction CNTs of larger diameter (V2), there will be two mono-vacancy defected heterojunction structures. Also, the B-doped heterojunction CNTs are formed by individually replacing one carbon
atom by boron atom at different two positions: from pristine heterojunction CNTs of smaller diameter (B1), or
from pristine heterojunction CNTs of larger diameter (B2). The formation energies for mono-vacancy and
B-doped defects are calculated from the following relations [23] [24]:
For mono-vacancy defects E f (V ) = E p − Ev − Ec

where E p is the total energy of pure heterojunction CNTs, Ev is the total energy of mono-vacancy defected
heterojunction CNTs and Ec is the chemical potential of carbon atom.
For B-doped defects E f ( B ) = ( Ed + Ec ) − ( E p + EB )

where Ed is the total energy of B-doped heterojunction CNTs and EB is the chemical potential of carbon and
boron atoms.

3. Results and Discussion
The configuration structures of mono-vacancy defects and B-doped defects of armchair-armchair, zigzag-armchair and zigzag-zigzag heterojunction CNTs are shown in Table 1. Also, the positions of mono-vacancy defects and B-doped defects of armchair-armchair, zigzag-armchair and zigzag-zigzag heterojunction CNTs are
shown in Figure 1. As shown in Table 1 and Figure 1, there are many varieties of combinations between CNTs
to form heterojunction CNTs in order to study the effects of chirality and size on the formation energy and surface reactivity of heterojunction CNTs.
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Table 1. The studied nanodevices of heterojunction CNTs.
Configuration structures of heterojunction CNTs
Types

Armchiar-armchair heterojunction CNTs

Zigzag-armchair heterojunction CNTs

Zigzag-zigzag heterojunction CNTs

Systems
Mono-vacancy defect

B-doped defect

(4,4)-(6,6)

C149H20

C149BH20

(4,4)-(7,7)

C197H22

C197BH22

(6,6)-(7,7)

C155H26

C155BH26

(7,0)-(6,6)

C155H19

C155BH19

(7,0)-(7,7)

C203H21

C203BH21

(9,0)-(7,7)

C183H23

C183BH23

(5,0)-(7,0)

C95H12

C95BH12

(5,0)-(9,0)

C139H14

C139BH14

(7,0)-(9,0)

C127H16

C127BH16

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1. Positions of mono-vacancy defects (a) V1, (b) V2 and boron doped defects (c) B1, (d) B2 for zigzag-armchair
(7,0)-(7,7) heterojunction CNTs. Carbon atom (gray), boron atom (pink) and hydrogen atom (white). The big circles refer to
positions of the mono-vacancy defects.

3.1. Formation Energy of Mon-Vacancy and B-Doped Defects of Heterojunction CNTs
The formation energy of mono-vacancy and B-doped defects of armchair-armchair, zigzag-armchair and zigzagzigzag heterojunction CNTs are calculated and are shown in Table 2. The formation energies of mono-vacancy
defects are defined as the difference between the energy of the pure heterojunction CNT and the sum of energies
of mono-vacancy defected heterojunction CNT and the chemical potential of carbon atom. From Table 2, one
can report that for zigzag-zigzag and zigzag-armchair CNTs the formation energies of V1-defected heterojunctions are always higher than the formation energies of V2-defected heterojunctions and vice versa for armchairarmchair heterojunction CNTs. The highest formation energy 7.13 eV is found to be for V1-defected heterojunction zigzag-zigzag (7,0)-(9,0) CNT, however the lowest formation energy 4.25 eV is found to be for V1-defected
heterojunction armchair-armchair (4,4)-(7,7) CNT. Also, one can report that the formation energy of monovacancy defect is independent on the size of heterojunction CNT, however it is found that it is easier to remove
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Table 2. The calculated formation energies of V1-, V2-mono-vacancy and B1-, B2-doped nanodevices of heterojunction
CNTs. All energies are given by eV.
Formation energy of heterojunction CNTs E f eV
Types

Armchiar-armchair heterojunction CNTs

Zigzag-armchair heterojunction CNTs

Zigzag-zigzag heterojunction CNTs

Systems

Mono-vacancy defect

B-doped defect

V1

V2

B1

B2

(4,4)-(6,6)

5.35

6.46

5.67

5.61

(4,4)-(7,7)

4.25

6.76

5.61

5.37

(6,6)-(7,7)

5.68

6.64

5.83

5.72

(7,0)-(6,6)

5.75

4.54

5.44

5.14

(7,0)-(7,7)

5.68

4.68

6.46

5.70

(9,0)-(7,7)

5.66

4.83

5.57

5.40

(5,0)-(7,0)

6.06

4.53

6.69

6.40

(5,0)-(9,0)

6.38

4.49

6.89

6.15

(7,0)-(9,0)

7.13

5.42

7.44

7.11

the carbon atom from the network of heterojunction armchair-armchair CNTs than the heterojunction zigzagarmchair CNTs and the formation energy of the latter is lower than the heterojunction zigzag-zigzag CNTs.
The formation energies of B-doped defects are defined as the difference between the sum of B-doped heterojunction and the chemical potential of carbon atom and the sum of energies of the pure heterojunction CNT and
the chemical potential of boron atom. From Table 2, one can report that for zigzag-zigzag, zigzag-armchair and
armchair-armchair CNTs the formation energies of B2-doped heterojunctions are always lower than the formation energies of B1-doped heterojunctions CNTs. The highest formation energy 7.44 eV is found to be for
B1-doped heterojunction zigzag-zigzag (7,0)-(9,0) CNT, however the lowest formation energy 5.14 eV is found
to be for B2-doped heterojunction zigzag-armchair (7,0)-(6,6) CNT. Also, one can report that the formation
energy is independent on the size of heterojunction CNT, however it is found that it is easier to doped boron
atom into the network of heterojunction armchair-armchair CNTs than the heterojunction zigzag-armchair CNTs
and the formation energy of the latter is lower than the heterojunction zigzag-zigzag CNTs. Finally, it is found
that the formation energies of V1-, V2-defects and B1-, B2-doped are independent on the size of the heterojunction CNTs, however the formation energies are dependent on thechirality of heterojunction CNTs.

3.2. Surface Reactivity of Mon-Vacancy and B-Doped Defects of Heterojunction CNTs
The surface reactivity of mono-vacancy and B-doped defects of armchair-armchair, zigzag-armchair and zigzag-zigzag heterojunction CNTs are calculated as function of dipole moment and are shown in Table 3. It was
reported that the higher the dipole moment the higher surface reactivity [25]. From Table 3, one can report that
for zigzag-zigzag and armchair-armchair CNTs the surface reactivity of V1-defected heterojunctions are always
higher than the surface reactivity of V2-defected heterojunctions and vice versa for zigzag-armchair heterojunction CNTs. The highest surface reactivity 9.13 Debye is found to be for V2-defected heterojunction zigzagarmchair (7,0)-(6,6) CNT, however the smallest surface reactivity 1.82 Debye is found to be for V2-defected heterojunction armchair-armchair (4,4)-(6,6) CNT. Also, one can report that the surface reactivity of monovacancy defect is dependent on the size of heterojunction CNT, especially for V2-defected heterojunction CNTs.
Also, it is found that the surface reactivity of mono-vacancy defected is dependent on the chirality of heterojunction CNTs. The highest surface reactivity is found for the zigzag-armchair heterojunctions, followed by
armchair-armchair heterojunctions and the smallest surface reactivity is for zigzag-zigzag heterojunction CNTs.
From Table 3, it is found that the surface reactivity of B1-doped zigzag-zigzag, armchair-armchair and zigzag-armchair heterojunction CNTs are always higher than the surface reactivity of B2-doped heterojunction
CNTs. The highest surface reactivity 12.58 Debye is found to be for B1-doped heterojunction zigzag-armchair
(7,0)-(7,7) CNT, however the smallest surface reactivity 1.66 Debye is found to be for B2-doped heterojunction
armchair-armchair (4,4)-(6,6) CNT. Also, one can report that the surface reactivity is dependent on the size of
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Table 3. The calculated surface reactivity of V1-, V2-mono-vacancy and B1-, B2-doped nanodevices of heterojunction CNTs.
All dipole moments are given by Debye.
Surface reactivity of heterojunction CNTs Dipole moments/Debye
Types

Armchiar-armchair heterojunction CNTs

Zigzag-armchair heterojunction CNTs

Zigzag-zigzag heterojunction CNTs

Systems

Mono-vacancy defect

B-doped defect

V1

V2

B1

B2

(4,4)-(6,6)

5.08

1.82

4.57

1.66

(4,4)-(7,7)

5.76

4.20

6.64

2.45

(6,6)-(7,7)

3.98

3.58

3.84

3.97

(7,0)-(6,6)

5.19

9.13

11.06

8.17

(7,0)-(7,7)

5.46

7.12

12.58

6.98

(9,0)-(7,7)

5.67

8.64

10.19

7.17

(5,0)-(7,0)

2.99

2.97

3.82

3.83

(5,0)-(9,0)

5.12

2.90

4.58

3.69

(7,0)-(9,0)

4.96

2.78

2.48

2.22

B-doped heterojunction CNT, especially for B2-doped heterojunction CNTs. Also, it is found that the surface
reactivity is dependent on the chirality of heterojunction CNTs. The highest surface reactivity is found for the Bdoped zigzag-armchair heterojunctions, followed by B-doped armchair-armchair heterojunctions and the smallest surface reactivity is for B-doped zigzag-zigzag heterojunction CNTs. Finally, it is found that the surface
reactivity of V1-, V2-defects and B1-, B2-doped are dependent on the chirality and the size of the heterojunction
CNTs.

4. Conclusion
The behavior of mono-vacancy and B-doped defects in nanodevice carbon heterojunctions is investigated for
thirty-six different heterojunction CNTs. The formation energy and surface reactivity calculations, considering a
range of different diameters and chiralities of combined carbon nanotubes are considered using density functional theory (DFT) and applying B3LYP/3-21g. Our calculations show that the highest surface reactivity is
found for the B-doped zigzag-armchair heterojunctions, followed by B-doped armchair-armchair heterojunctions
and the smallest surface reactivity is for B-doped zigzag-zigzag heterojunction CNTs. Also, it is found that the
surface reactivity of V1-, V2-defects and B1-, B2-doped is dependent on the chirality and the size of the heterojunction CNTs. For mono-vacancy defect, it is found that the formation energy of mono-vacancy defect is independent on the size of heterojunction CNT and it is easier to remove the carbon atom from the network of heterojunction armchair-armchair CNTs than the heterojunction zigzag-armchair CNTs and the formation energy of
the latter is lower than the heterojunction zigzag-zigzag CNTs. Finally, it is found that for the V1-, V2-defects
and B1-, B2-doped heterojunction CNTs the formation energies are dependent on the chirality of heterojunction
CNTs and are independent on the size.
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